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Abstract— In Model-Driven Engineering, models can evolve 

over time or vary along dimensions such as products. Such 

evolution results in a set of related models called model family. A 

model family can be captured with a “150% model” that merges 

the family members, while enabling the extraction of the 

individual models. In this context however, a 150% model may 

no longer conform to the original metamodel of the family 

members. This paper presents my Ph.D. research agenda on 

inferring the metamodel of a model family from the structure of 

the metamodel of its members. In particular, I aim to define a 

technique that minimally relaxes the original metamodel 

constraints related to multiplicities of attributes and association 

ends. Although a simpler problem is to infer minimal constraint 

relaxations from the current family members, the more 

interesting problem is to predict where such relaxations are 

needed in the metamodel, so that existing tools and analysis 

techniques can be adapted once and minimally for a given 

modeling language. This work is applicable to the regulatory 

domain, for example, as regulations evolve and have variations 

that need to be captured and analyzed using slightly different 

goal models. Such work would also indirectly help the 

community gain a better understanding of the nature of 

metamodels. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In Model Driven Engineering (MDE), models and/or their 
metamodels evolve continuously and therefore need to be 
managed to ensure conformance. The metamodel evolution and 
model co-evolution problem [1],[2] is a well-addressed aspect 
of evolution in MDE. In such approaches, a metamodel 
evolves from MM to MM’, and then a model co-evolution 
from M to M’ is carried out afterward (see Fig. 1). However, to 
the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of approaches that 
attempt to evolve metamodels in response to model evolution. 
We initially refer to this context as the model-triggered 
metamodel evolution problem (Fig. 2), characterized as 
follows: If a model M (that conforms to a the original 
metamodel MM) evolves or varies, resulting in a new model 
M’ that is no longer conform to MM, how should we extend 
MM (ideally with the least amount of changes) into MM’, in 
order for M’ to be conform to MM’? 

A. Problem Specification.  

A model family assembles a set of related models that vary 
along some dimension such as time or product in 
product/software lines. In a negative variability model (an 
approach that starts with a complete model of all variations and 
selectively remove deselected artefacts [3]), a model that 
captures the union of all members of a model family is often 
called “150% model” [3],[4]. A 150% model not only captures 
all the family members (for example, to enable analysis on all 
members at once), but also enables the extraction of individual 
members. In the context of a model family, we observed that 
even if each of the family members conforms to the same 
metamodel, the 150% model that captures this family may not 
conform to that metamodel. Another interesting observation is 
that the evolution/variation of models in a family does not 
require additions, deletions, or modifications of concepts to the 
original metamodel. Hence, in order to support model families 
(with large number of models), we only need to relax the 
metamodel internal constraints that are related to multiplicities 
of attributes and association ends and/or external well-
formedness constraints. The general problem illustrated in Fig. 
2 can therefore be simplified and characterized in this context 
(see Fig. 3):  If models M0..Mn (that conform to a metamodel 
MM) are aggregated, resulting in a new model M150 that is no 
longer conforming to the original metamodel MM, how should 
we extend MM (ideally with the least amount of changes) into 
MM150, in order for M150 as well as M0..Mn to conform to 
MM150? 
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Fig. 1. Metamodel (MM) 

evolution and model (M) co-

evolution problem 
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Fig. 2. Model-triggered metamodel 

(MM) evolution problem (general) 
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Fig. 3. Model family-specific metamodel evolution problem 

B. Motivation  

This work is inspired by issues faced with regulation 
modeling, in collaboration with Transport Canada, where there 
are regulations for different types of parties (e.g., airports and 
airlines of different sizes) requiring slightly different goal 
models [4]-[6]. If we try to capture all model variants with one 
goal model (e.g., using the Goal-oriented Requirement 
Language – GRL [7]) to minimize maintenance problems, we 
would face conformance issues because the language does not 
permit to capture the family with one model. For example, 
GRL limits the number of links between a pair of goals to 1, 
whereas the family model may need many. This is an issue 
along the product dimension, which is not limited to GRL but 
also common to most modeling languages. Similar problems 
occur along the time dimension when a model evolves. If a 
product has many versions over time, and if we want to 
analyze all versions (e.g., before releasing a patch that would 
affect them all), a 150% model would allow reasoning about all 
members at once, instead of reasoning about each member 
individually. The concern here is not in constructing the 150% 
model itself. Rather, the challenge emerges when 150% models 
violate conformance with the original metamodel, MM. In this 
case, we need to relax MM into MM150 to ensure that this 
150% model is representable. A minimal relaxation is desirable 
in this context to minimize potential modifications to existing 
tools and analysis approaches. 

C. Scope of the Work.  

This work focuses on inferring the metamodel of a model 
family from the structure of the metamodel of its members 
through a minimal set of constraint relaxations. We are not 
dealing with the more general problem of inferring a 
metamodel from a collection of models that conform to 
different metamodels; our member models all use the same 
language. Also, we are not dealing with dynamic metamodel 
co-evolution upon changes; generating a new metamodel each 
time there is a new member added to the family is not practical, 
as this would imply developing new tools (for producing, 
analyzing, and transforming 150% models) each time. We are 
also not looking at language-specific solutions, e.g., through 
using metadata or user links in GRL. The ongoing challenge of 
this research is hence to predict the locations where metamodel 
relaxations are needed, without relaxing too much. Our long-
term goal is hence to develop tools for the relaxed language 
only once. This research questions hence are: 

•  RQ1: How can we minimally relax a metamodel to 
support a model family (through a 150% model) in a 
way that enables the generation of all (and only) 
individual members? 

•  RQ2: How can we predict where relaxation is needed 
(i.e., relaxation points) in the original metamodel, for all 
potential 150% models of a specific language?  

• RQ3: To what extent can the current tools and analysis 
techniques be adapted to model families (with 
minimum adaptation effort) to reason on all members of 
a 150% model? 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several approaches manage evolution of MDE models and 
metamodels in two directions: metamodel evolution and model 
co-evolution [1],[2],[8],[9],[10] (Fig. 1) and operation co-
evolution [11]-[14]. In both directions, the goal is to update 
models and/or operations so that they conform to their evolved 
metamodel. In addition, metamodels can be extended with 
profiles such as in the UML.2x profile mechanism [15] to 
further restrict the metamodel’s constructs and enforce the 
well-formedness of models of the domain-specific language. 
Furthermore, approaches for (meta)model 
decoration/annotation, such as the one from Kolovos et al. [16] 
have been used in an extension context. Model versioning 
approaches [17]-[20] have also been proposed to handle model 
evolution and track it through versioning, where differences 
between versions of the same model are detected. Run-time 
oriented approaches, such as EMF Facets [21], allow 
metamodel extension by adding classes, attributes or 
containment references. Aprajita et al. [22], [23]  explicitly 
extended the metamodel of GRL to document explicit changes 
of model elements to specific versions of a metamodel. In [24], 
I have proposed the theoretical foundation of this work. The 
paper discussed the problem of metamodel relaxation to 
support evolution of models in the context of model families, 
and proposed a solution of predicting the locations of 
relaxations in a metamodel through tracking versions of 
members in a model family.    

As the resulting artifact of this PhD thesis will be an 
evolved (e.g., relaxed) meta-model to accommodate model 
families, the above approaches are considered as related work. 
However, there are three major conceptual differences between 
my proposed work and existing approaches. The first 
difference is the driving factor of evolution. While existing 
approaches deal with models and/or operations co-evolution 
triggered by metamodel evolution, our work targets the 
evolution/relaxation of metamodels triggered by model 
evolution or variation, in the context of model families. The 
second difference is that unlike the existing approaches that 
conduct transformation/migration of models each time a 
metamodel changes, our approach aims to infer a single 
relaxed metamodel that accommodates all potential 150% 
models of a language, so as to develop tools for this relaxed 
metamodel only once. Finally, some of the related approaches 
either add new concepts to the original metamodel [21], or 
modify the language’s validity constraints by further 
constraining their restrictions [15], while our approach relaxes 



some constraints instead. The approach of [22], [23] is 
currently specific to one language and supports limited kinds of 
changes to versions.  

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

I propose a Metamodel Relaxation approach, MeRe, to 
support the representation of model families by means of 
minimally relaxing particular constraints related to 
multiplicities and/or association ends. MeRe works in four 
main phases to enable metamodel relaxation: first, the union of 
all model elements in all valid members of a model family is 
captured by one single model, M150, as in [25]. Second, 
changes among the different versions of models are detected 
through the use of M150, whose elements can now be extended 
with a delta (∆) annotation. The ∆ denotes a change of 
elements and/or links from M1 to M2 (for example, a GRL 
decomposition link in M1 becomes a contribution link in M2). 
This delta could be inferred by calculating the difference 
between M1 and M2, Diff (M1, M2), using, for example, the 
approach proposed by Rivera et al. [26]. The purpose of this 
phase is to detect and extract pairs of elements that have 
changed, denoted as Ei and Ei∆. Third, conformance between 
the original metamodel MM and the M150 model is verified. 
This is done by checking if the co-existence of change pairs 
(obtained in phase 2) in the same model could cause a violation 
of association/attribute multiplicities or other external (OCL) 
constraints of MM. For instance, two different links between 
the same pair of GRL goals will cause a violation. If non-
conformance is detected, the fourth phase takes place, where 
the modeler decides on the relaxation points. At this level, it is 
still challenging to predict the exact locations of metamodel 
multiplicities that need to be relaxed, independently of the 
models in a family. Note that we do not have to follow a naïve 
brute-force approach and relax all multiplicity constraints and 
external constraints in the metamodel. Instead, we need to 
identify a technique to predict automatically where relaxation 
is needed in the metamodel, based on its structure or, 
empirically, on patterns of usages of the language.  

IV. PLAN FOR EVALUATION AND VALIDATION 

I am planning to validate and evaluate my PhD work 
following some of the methods described in [27],[28]. In 
particular, I will demonstrate the applicability of MeRe 
empirically, based on a large collection of models. As a first 
step, I will consider several models of products and several of 
their versions, and construct M150 for each family. In addition, 
I will consider the use of one model repository [29] to generate 
a set of virtual model versions or families, and also construct 
M150 for them. For each of these M150, if it violates MM, I 
will relax MM to MM150, with the minimum amount of 
changes such that MM150 would be small enough to only 
accommodate the members of a particular M150. To predict 
where relaxation is needed in MM (and to decide when to stop 
relaxing MM) for all potential M150 (RQ2), I will capture all 
M150 (from first step) in one single M150 called BigM150, 
and infer a relaxed metamodel called BigMM150. Then I will 
conduct a comparison based on differences between 
BigMM150 and each of the MM150 that I got before. The 
purpose of this step is to identify and predict relaxation points 
in BigMM150. Prediction quality will be measured with 

common metrics (e.g., precision and recall). These steps will 
be done for at least 3 languages (GRL, UML, and another one 
to be decided), so the results are not language dependent. I am 
then planning to conduct case studies from domains with 
highly evolving models, such as regulation modeling (section 
1) to examine the applicability of the proposed approach in 
practice. 

V. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

By addressing RQ1-RQ3, this research will provide these 
scientific contributions: 

• Characterization of the requirements for minimally 
relaxing modeling languages to support all potential 
150% models of a language (RQ1). 

• Prediction heuristics for the locations where metamodel 
relaxations are needed, so that existing tools and 
analysis techniques be adapted once for families (RQ2). 

• Examples of tools and analysis techniques evolved to 
support MM150, for two languages. This will enable 
reasoning about all family members at once (RQ3). 

• Proof-of-concept tool support for MeRe. 

VI. CURRENT STATUS 

As of July 2017, I did a literature review of the 
model/metamodel evolution problem over the last 10 years and 
derived a characterization of the model-triggered metamodel 
evolution problem in the context of model families. A paper 
accepted in the ME’2017 workshop covers the theoretical 
foundations of this work. I am working towards formalizing 
models and metamodels based on ontologies to infer patterns 
of relaxation needed in the metamodel. A publication on this 
topic is the next step. The evaluation and validation of MeRe is 
currently in progress, with a paper planned for submission in 
the fall 2017. I intend to carry out integration of MeRe with a 
modeling tool as a prototype. I aim for a journal paper in 2018 
that summarizes my findings and combines them with results 
of a case study. I aim for the publication of the PhD thesis by 
the end of 2018. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents my research motivation, problem 
statement, proposed solution, evaluation plan and the current 
progress on the MeRe approach. The ongoing challenge of this 
research is to predict metamodel relaxations points such that 
existing tools and analysis techniques would be adapted once 
for all potential model families. 
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